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Learn to live (and strive) with celiac disease.Are you frustrated that your body has not

completely healed yet? You WILL heal. Are you struggling with the fact that you can never eat

gluten again? You WILL come to terms with it. Do you dread going out to eat because of fear?

You WILL enjoy meals out again. Do you feel like your life is consumed by this disease? You

WILL learn to live with it. They say that life is not about what happens to you, but how you react

to what happens to you. That, to me, is the key to adjusting to this insidious disease. You can

let it beat you or you can fight it back. This book is all about taking the fight to celiac disease.

And winning the battle.So many in the celiac community continue to struggle (unnecessarily)

after their diagnosis. They get their celiac diagnosis and the only instructions they receive from

their doctor is "Don't eat gluten" (thanks Doc). So they walk out of the doctor's office a bit

terrified of the new life in front of them, but feeling a bit relieved that "Hey...all I need to do is

give up gluten and I'll be fine."But dang...here I am, 8 years after my diagnosis, and all I can

say is that's just not the way it is. There is SO MUCH more to celiac disease than simply eating

gluten-free. There is so much more we need to do to make sure we heal our body, our mind

and our soul. This books explains it all.In this book, I provide specific guidance for those newly

diagnosed and who are pretty much scared s***less...cause we've all been there. I explain how

eating "gluten-free" is not enough for our bodies to heal. I talk about the pitfalls and how-to's of

eating outside the comfort of your own home...and which spots to avoid even though they claim

to be "gluten-free". I talk about how having the right attitude is an absolute necessity when

dealing with celiac. I delve into how celiac disease can affect your relationships and how to

navigate the sticky situations. And yeah...I even throw some celebrity juice in there, the good

and bad (and boy has there been bad.)Now just sit back, get cozy, grab a gluten-free drink and

we'll take this crazy ride together. Trust me...you don't want to go it alone.

About the AuthorAs a leading voice in the celiac community, a strong celiac advocate and a

blogger with over 5 million visitors, 650 articles and 35,000 comments, this book is essentially

my journey through the ups and downs of this pain-in-the-butt disease. It's a voice that says

"Hey, you know what...celiac disease really bites...here's all the crap we have to deal with...let's

share our stories...find some sanity...get healthy...and make the journey together."As for me

personally? I'm somebody who's been gluten-free since 2007 due to a diagnosis of celiac

disease, where the doc said my numbers were "off the charts". Someone who can steer you in

the right direction when it comes to going gluten-free. And someone who will always give you

the naked truth about going gluten free. I didn't find freedom, a better life or any of that other

crap when I got diagnosed. With all due respect to Hunter S. Thompson, I found fear and

loathing of an unknown world. But if I can share my wisdom, tell my stories and make the

transition easier on you, I've done my job.
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From Crappy to Happy: The Naked Truth About Living with Celiac DiseaseGluten DudeFrom

Crappy to Happy: The Naked Truth About Living with Celiac Disease © Gluten Dude. All Rights

Reserved, except where otherwise noted.ContentsA Word from My Lawyer (Just kidding. I

don't have a lawyer but please read anyway.)IntroductionWho the Heck is Gluten Dude?A

Word From Jennifer Esposito: My Friend & Fellow CeliacWhy I Wrote This BookYou like me!

You really, really like me!!Rejected Book TitlesAdvice for the Newly Diagnosed (and Those Still

Struggling)Chapter 1: Getting Defloured (aka How to Go Gluten-Free)Part 1: In the HeadPart 2:

In the HeartPart 3: In the HousePart 4: In the RestaurantPart 5: Now What?Chapter 2: Celiac

Disease - The Nitty, the Gritty and the Sh*ttyCeliac Disease Symptoms (from Those Living with

the Disease)What it's Truly Like to Have Celiac DiseaseIn a Word, What is Celiac Disease?

Celiac Disease: A Day in the Life9 Signs You May Have Celiac DiseaseWhat’s it Like to be

Glutened?We are the 1%!Celiac and the Link to Other DiseasesCheating On Your Gluten-Free

Diet? Keep it to Yourself.My Daddy has Celiac DiseaseDear GlutenCeliac Disease: Is This as

Good as it Gets?A Weak Moment: How Hunger Clouded My JudgementYou’re Not Crazy. You

May Just Have Celiac Disease.I’m So Sorry Our Disease is Such an Inconvenience For YouA

Letter from a Non-Celiac. Wow. Just…Wow.When Celiac Takes Away Your Ability to Carry Your

Own ChildrenDermatitis Herpetiformis: The Celiac Rash from HellCeliac is not a Death

Sentence. It’s a Life Sentence.Celiac Disease. It’s All in Your Head.Gluten Ataxia: When Celiac

Messes with Your BrainCVS Will No Longer Check My Meds for Gluten. Here’s Why.Let’s Talk

About PoopGluten in Probiotics. Who Can We Trust?No…There is NOT a Drug (Yet) That Will

Allow Celiacs to Eat GlutenWhat Does Celiac Disease Mean to You?How to Cut Through the

Gluten-Free HypeChapter 3: Eating RIGHT. Not Just Gluten-Free.Dear DairyWhole30: When

Going Gluten-Free May Not Be EnoughStop Eating Gluten-Free Foods!My Whole30 Halftime

ReportMe Finish Whole30. Eat Like Caveman. Feel Good. You Read.Got Celiac? Wanna Feel

Better? Stop. Eating. Crap.The AIP Diet: When Gluten-Free is Not EnoughChapter 4: Eating

Out5 Steps to Eating Out as Safely as PossibleDear last night’s waiter: I’m gluten free. You’re

an a**hole.Gluten & Celiac: A Chef’s PerspectiveDomino’s Goes Gluten Free. Or Do They??No

More PF Chang’s for this CeliacSh*t Happens When Eating Out. Don’t Let it Ruin the

Evening.Are McDonald’s French Fries Gluten-Free? Does it Matter?Chipotle Goes Above and

Beyond. And Overboard.How NOT to Treat a Celiac at a RestaurantThe Arrogance and

Ignorance of Panera BreadWhat to do if You've Been Glutened Eating OutI Will NOT Say

Thank You (a letter to a waitress who mocked my disease)Papa John’s and Starbucks Go

Gluten-Free. Let's Take a Look.Chapter 5: It's All About the AttitudeDear Celiac Newbies:

Patience, Patience, Patience (and don’t eat crap)Change "I Can't Have That" to "I Don't Want

That"Repeat After Me: It’s Only FoodWith Celiac Disease, Attitude is EVERYTHINGI’m Going

to a Gluten-Filled Party….and I Can’t WaitTo All Celiac Newbies: Don’t Beat Yourself Up75

Reasons to Love (??) Celiac DiseaseC’mon my Fellow Celiacs - Turn That Frown Upside

DownChapter 6: Relationships (or lack thereof)Celiac Disease: It’s All in the FamilyNo Spousal

Support for Celiac? Find Another Spouse.7 Ways to Support a New Celiac"I Never Thought" by

Mrs. DudeA Gut-Wrenching Love Note from a Mom to her 8-Year-Old Celiac DaughterIs

Semen Gluten-Free?How To Survive Being a Friend of a CeliacMy Letter to the Parents of a

Depressed Girl with Celiac DiseaseWhat Do You Do When Your In-laws Won’t Feed You?A

Mom ‘Protects’ Her Celiac Daughter by Hiding Her DiagnosisDude, My Girlfriend has Celiac

and Cheats. What Do I Do?What Do You Do When Your Husband is Pretty Much an A**wipe?

Chapter 7: OMG!! Can I Still Drink??The Ultimate Guide to Gluten-Free AlcoholThe Gluten-



Free Beer Wars: Health vs ProfitDon’t Fear the Beer!Chapter 8: Celebrities and Celiac: The

Good, the Bad and the UglyDear Gwyneth: Please Shut UpDean McDermott: A Celiac

"Reality" CheckMy Celiac Plea to Kim KardashianChanning Tatum Goes Gluten-Free. But I

Wonder…Finally - A Celebrity Gets Celiac DiseaseDr. Oz Calls Gluten-Free a ScamJennifer

Lawrence: Is Gluten-Free Really an Eating Disorder?Why the Jimmy Kimmel Video MattersA

Conversation with Jennifer Esposito: Actress and Fellow Celiac AdvocateI Just Finished Your

Book. Now What?This is Dedicated to the Ones I LoveA Word from My Lawyer (Just kidding. I

don't have a lawyer but please read anyway.)I’m not a doctor. I’ve never played one on TV.

Heck…I’ve never even stayed at a Howard Johnson’s. My point? For ANY and ALL medical

questions and issues, find yourself a good doctor. Yes, they can be few and far between but

keep searching until you find one that will LISTEN to you. You don’t want to get medical advice

from a blogger, just like I wouldn’t ask my doctor questions about running my blog.To recap:Got

medical questions = doctorGot questions about LIVING with celiac disease = I’m your

guyIntroductionHi. My name is Gluten Dude. What’s yours? (Isn’t that what you’re supposed to

do in an introduction?)I run a very popular blog over at GlutenDude.com. I’ve been at it since

2011 after my celiac diagnosis several years earlier.Before we kick things into gear, I’m sure

you have some questions. Like who I am (a work in progress), why I wrote this book (to help

YOU), what you can get out of reading it (peace, love and understanding), and most

importantly, how it will help you kick celiac’s butt. And kick it you will.That’s what the opening

chapters are all about.Enjoy.Who the Heck is Gluten Dude?Who am I? Darn good question.

Been asking myself the same question since the day I was born.As it relates to this book and

my mission, I’m someone who’s been gluten-free since 2007 due to a diagnosis of celiac

disease, where the doc said my numbers were “off the charts”. I’m someone who can steer you

in the right direction when it comes to going gluten-free. And I’m someone who will always give

you the naked truth about living with celiac disease. I didn’t find freedom, a better life or any of

that other crap when I got diagnosed. With all due respect to Hunter S. Thompson, I found fear

and loathing of an unknown world. But if I can share my wisdom, tell my stories and make the

transition easier on you, I’ve done my job.As it relates to my celiac, I was actually one of the

luckier ones. My symptoms were not as bad as many in the celiac community. I did not grow up

feeling “sick” like so many others did. Although looking back, I now see a lot of health issues

over the course of my life that I am convinced are celiac related. But for the most part, I was

pretty normal (though my parents may seriously beg to differ!)My main symptoms started

about a year before my diagnosis and consisted mostly of constant stomach pains. Every

night, I’d lie in bed complaining that my stomach hurt. And every night, Mrs. Dude would

implore me to go to the doctor. And every night, I’d say “Oh…I’m fine.” But after about a year of

this, and losing 15 pounds on an already pretty slim frame, I decided to go to a recommended

GI in Princeton, NJ.Being the organized soul that I am, I kept a food journal for a week before

my appointment. What did it consist of? A bagel here and there; a few bowls of pasta; a few

beers. I thought I was being pretty healthy. The doctor took one look at my journal and my

symptoms and asked me if I had ever heard of celiac disease. I had not. He said that I need to

get tested ASAP.The blood work came back first and he said they were the highest numbers

he’d ever seen (I wish they said that about my SAT scores!!). He told me this as I was on the

table about to get my endoscopy. So before I was put under, I pretty much knew. When I

awoke, he said the villi in my intestine were pretty much gone and I indeed had celiac

disease…quite badly.And so my journey began. And what a journey it’s been (and will continue

to be). They say that life is not about what happens to you, but how you react to what happens

to you. That, to me, is the key to adjusting to this insidious disease. You can let it beat you or



you can fight it back.This book is all about taking the fight to celiac. And winning the battle.A

Word From Jennifer Esposito: My Friend & Fellow CeliacDude note: I swear I didn’t pay her to

write this.———-Being diagnosed with celiac disease after 20+ years of unexplained illness

was actually a very happy day for me. I FINALLY had answers. What I didn’t know is that the

journey to healing had just begun. I may have had a diagnosis, but answers? Not so much. It

seemed the medical community didn’t really know what to say to someone like me who was

having so many seemingly “unrelated” symptoms even after their prescription of choice, eating

gluten-free. That is when I turned to the only people who spoke my language, the celiac

community. I felt as though I had been dropped on Mars and finally found people that felt as

lost as I was. We had he same pain, the same fears, the same struggle and mostly the same

journey.Enter Gluten Dude.I was asked to speak at a gluten-free brand event about a year into

my new celiac life. I was so happy to start speaking about all I learned and so wanted to help

others struggling. I quickly realized that there was this slow rumbling that I could feel that was

about to explode about “gluten-free” products, which meant lots of money for brands ready to

offer these items.With my very short time slotted on stage, 2 minutes I believe, the event

suddenly became about gluten-free bread and NOT about the disease at all. I remember sitting

with the gentleman in charge of THE brand and said, “I think you need to rethink your

ingredients”. I talked his ear off for about 45 minutes as to why. He just stared and nodded. He

was frightened for sure.You see at this point I knew that eating gluten-free was not enough and

that we needed nutritious food to eat and be safe! But again I felt as though I was wandering

alone though the forest with my ideas for health at this event that was geared towards making

money.Until — this nice, somewhat cautious, almost arrogant guy walked up to me and

introduced himself as Gluten Dude. He told me that he had a blog and that he was moved by

my story and wished he could have heard more of it. He went on to say that sadly many of

these events aren’t really about our disease and how to make a better healthier piece of bread,

but rather more about making money.Looking at me, almost judging my reaction, I remember

thinking to myself, wow good for him!! He was the first person I had met at this point in my

journey that was on the same page as I was. He took celiac disease seriously as I did and

knew the frustration it brought when others made it about something else than what it was, a

disease.He was also now looking at ME almost judgmentally, almost as if to say, “So what’s

your agenda?”(Dude note: I really need to work on making a better first impression.)He wasn’t

impressed by some “celebrity” talking about celiac, but more importantly what was my real goal

now. Would I help or make things a lot worse for the community? He almost was standing at

the gates, seeing if I was allowed in. He was actually protecting you folks, the celiac

community, from more bullshit. I loved every minute of it. He then asked if he could interview

me for his blog and I happily agreed. That day I went home and researched him and read his

entire blog. I loved his attitude. I also saw that he pulled no punches with his interviews and I

was ready.To make this very long story a bit shorter, I braved his interview and on his next

outing to NYC we set to meet up. We sat, also with his wonderful wife Deb, aka Mrs Dude, and

spoke for hours!!!! We spoke of our hard journeys, our fears, what we conquered and what we

still had to overcome.We spoke of food and the issue with the boxed chemicals we were

offered and what we could do to help. I liked these people; really liked them.Simply put, he was

a human being being human in wanting to help another who was struggling, because he had

been there. That’s it. No agenda, no big game plan, no scheme to make millions. Just wanted

to help.And he has.The thousands who read his blog and also myself. He has helped me in

more ways than I can write here and I am so happy that I was diagnosed with this crazy thing

called celiac that day. If I hadn’t been, I would have never met one of the greatest, greatest



people, I’m so happy to call my dear friend in my life.(Dude note: No I’m not crying…I’m just

eating an onion sandwich, I swear.)Why I Wrote This BookWhy am I writing a book at this

time? What do I hope to get out of it? Who is it for? Lotsa questions…I get it. So let’s get some

answers; self-interview Dude style.So you’re writing a book. Why now?Short answer? I want

people to learn from the ups and downs and ins and outs of my celiac journey, which basically

is what this book is.Longer answer? I started my GlutenDude.com blog in October 2011. Since

then I have written over 650 articles and the site has generated over 35,000 comments. I’ve

written about a huge variety of topics, all regarding living with celiac disease. That’s tons of

material that needs to be seen by those in the celiac community who are looking for honest

guidance (I don’t sugarcoat things…at all).The problem is that a lot of that material gets lost in

the mix and may never be seen unless someone reads the blog from start to finish, and let’s

face it, ain’t no one has the time for that. And there is some seriously helpful / entertaining /

important / educational / emotional articles that can benefit a lot of of my fellow celiacs so they

know what to expect and how to manage all aspects of their disease.Although I have a pretty

large social media and blog following, I know there are thousands upon thousands of fellow

celiacs who have never heard of me or read my articles. So I am taking the best of the bunch

and throwing in some new commentary as well. The bottom line is that I want to reach the

biggest audience possible to make as much money, I mean to help as many people, as

possible.How would you say your blog, and hence this book, is different from other celiac-

related blogs and books?Can we take a potty break?No.Fine. Like I said, I started my blog in

October of 2011. Previous to my launch, I followed a lot of other gluten-free bloggers and I just

felt there was a space that needed to be filled. There were, and still are, many talented

bloggers in the celiac community. But the majority of them focus on the gluten-free diet aspect

of the disease via product reviews, recipes, etc. I wanted to talk about the DISEASE and more

specifically the realities of LIVING WITH THE DISEASE. Also, many of the blogs I read talked

about how their lives drastically improved as soon as they gave up gluten. That certainly did

not apply to my situation and I’ve heard from many celiacs over the years who have told me

that it didn’t apply to them as well.So I wanted to be a voice that said “Hey, you know what…

celiac really sucks…here’s all the crap we have to deal with…let’s share our stories…find some

sanity…get healthy…and make the journey together.”So many celiacs in our community are

lost. They get their diagnosis and the only instructions they receive from their doctor is: Don’t

eat gluten (thanks Doc). So we walk out of the doctor’s office a bit terrified of our new life in

front of us, but feeling a bit relieved that “Hey…all we need to do is give up gluten and we’ll be

fine.”But damn…here I am, 8 years after my diagnosis, and all I can say is that’s just not the

way it is. There is SO MUCH more to our disease than simply living gluten-free.So you think

you’re filling a true need within the celiac community?Absolutely. I would not write the book if I

didn’t. I realized that we need something that covers all of the emotional, social and physical

aspects of living with celiac disease. We need something so that those newly diagnosed with

celiac disease or those struggling with their disease have a go-to resource on how to best cope

with their new life. We need something that is straight-up honest about our disease, with a lot

of snark thrown in for good measure. We need something that tells celiacs “hey…if you want to

heal quickly…DO NOT make the same mistakes I made.” We need…we need…we need…THE

NAKED TRUTH ABOUT LIVING WITH CELIAC DISEASEOk…I got it. So it’s basically a

handbook, or an instruction manual if you will, on living with celiac disease?Exactly. This is

essentially my journey through the ups and downs of this pain-in-the-ass disease. Look at it

almost as a diary of my fun life with celiac disease. I’ll provide specific guidance for those newly

diagnosed and who are pretty much scared sh*tless…cause we’ve all been there. I’ll talk about



the pitfalls and how-to’s of eating outside the comfort of your own home…and which spots to

avoid even though they claim to be “gluten-free”. I’ll talk about how having the right attitude is

an absolute necessity when dealing with celiac. I’ll delve into how celiac can affect your

relationships and how to navigate the sticky situations. And yeah…I’ll even throw some

celebrity juice in there, cause lord knows for the most part, they have not helped our

cause.How is your book formatted?I struggled with how to organize the book. There is A LOT

of content on my blog. I only wanted to bring the most pertinent information over. On top of

that, my journey, especially when it comes to eating, has really changed over the years. As I

put this book together, I realized in the beginning how much my blog was about my frustration

with my disease, mostly because I was eating “gluten-free” and not eating “right”. And yes…

I’ve learned there is a huge difference.So on top of focusing on how we should eat so we can

heal, I thought it would be interesting to break each section down by topics (eating right, eating

out, relationships, the right attitude, etc.) and for the most part listed by date as well. And

where I want to add some current notes to an older article, I will mark them with “2017 Gluten

Dude”.And one last item: My articles are really only a part of my blog. What makes my blog

really shine are the comments on each post left by the community. As I mentioned above, over

35,000 comments so far. Even though the comments are so incredibly valuable and helpful

(and pretty dang entertaining at times), I didn’t want to add the comments to this book, so at

the end of each article (where applicable), I will add a link to the original blog post so people

can read the comments if they so desire. And I seriously suggest it. This way, whoever is

reading this book will have the opportunity to learn from thousands of other celiacs and not just

me. It’s a true team effort in the Gluten Dude community.Oops…one more question. How long

is it?You have somewhere to go?No…just curious.The print version is 258 pages.Anything else

we need to know?Nope. Just sit back, get cozy, grab a gluten-free drink and we’ll take this

crazy ride together. Trust me…you don’t want to go it alone.You like me! You really, really like

me!!A little shout out in the title to Sally Field when winning the Oscar. If you don’t know what

that means, it just confirms the fact that I’m old. Anyway, I thought I’d throw in a few

testimonials from my fellow celiacs. I don’t do this to stroke my own ego (well…not really

anyway). I do it so you can see that my blog and the GD community (and hence this book) has

helped so many and can help you too. That’s what I’m here for. (And by the way, that may be a

total misuse of the word “hence”. But I thought it made me sound mature, which is most likely a

lost cause at this point.)“Like John Lennon coaxing Prudence from her room, Gluten Dude

asks other celiacs to come out and play. With acerbic wit, candor and a touch of rebellion, he’s

sharing his journey and he’s enticing the celiac community to do the same.”“If you would have

told me 18 months ago how blessed I would be by stumbling onto Gluten Dude’s blog one

frustrated day – I would have laughed and said “no way.” Now, I sit here reading all these

names I have grown attached to and think “HOW WOULD I DO IT WITHOUT THEM?” Their

stories resonate with me and I don’t feel like the odd woman out.”“I know I can’t wallow and feel

sorry for myself forever but I literally bawled my eyes out reading your blog because someone

finally was being honest and understood and wrote the truth. So thank you so much!”“Thank

you – you beautiful soul – for providing the only place on the planet where I can sit in tears and

say…damn this disease. It is the only place where with not an ounce of self pity, we can just

say FUCK THIS.”“Thank you, thank you, thank you. I can’t say it enough. Your knowledge and

honesty is like a life raft in an unknown and terrifying ocean.”“You have made me laugh and cry

and everything in between and I’m only two weeks into your blog!!!”“The blogs, comments and

links from you and others in this community have given me much of my life back. Thank you!”“I

applaud you, Gluten Dude, for giving us Celiacs a place where we can chat, complain,



celebrate and laugh at our all too real struggles.”“You just made me weep in the frozen food

aisle of the grocery store while I wait for yet another prescription for our ever-sickly children!

Thank you Dude!!!! You rock!”“I had to let you know how much help your blog has been in

getting my husband to understand better what it is like to have Celiac. For the first time in 14

years I found a place where I feel “normal”. Thanks GD.”“I want to thank you for being so

honest and supporting a gluten-free community that uses their knowledge and power for the

good of the community. You are fighting the good fight sir and I appreciate you more than my

words can really say.”“Thanks for the balanced approach, whether it is funny, sad, angry, silly or

loving. We have all been through the emotional roller coaster. I look forward to hearing the real

voices of the folks who comment here. You bring out the best in all of us! Thanks Dude!”“I don’t

subscribe to your blog so that you can lie to me or convince me to try different products. I

subscribe because your humanity shines through my computer screen and I think you are just

like the rest of us……and on any given day that changes.”“You are like tonic to the gut,

bubbling with humorous dialogue to cure the sad soul of any celiac needing attention. I am

lifted from my moody mornings into hope for our future in a healthy community as I read your

lines and the comments they generate.”“Thank you for always giving us information, sharing

your experiences, and generally helping us all feel that we aren’t crazy!!! I appreciate you,

Dude!!! Keep up the good work.”“You make me smile, you make me cry, and you make me

mad. But, most of all, you make me grateful that I don’t have to figure this all out on my

own.”“This blog just stopped me from going over the edge. Thank you!”“This place feels to me

the same way walking into the back door of my childhood home does…acceptance and

understanding from my people!”“Your take on things is amazingly refreshing. I learn more from

you than from the dozens (hundreds?) of other gluten-free blogs on a regular basis. You done

good, Dude!”“I Googled “fuck celiac” and found my way to your blog. Thanks for blazing the

trail. My life is better for your efforts.”“Gluten Dude, you really have impacted our two year ride

with Celiac Disease. You reflect such a realistic view on this disease……while no one else

understands, you and the people who gather here, make me feel just a little bit less crazy!

THANK YOU!!!”“Your latest post is why my son wants to be Gluten Dude when he grows up.”“I

came across your Blog today and you had me in tears!!!! Tears of recognition that other people

go through these frustrations, tears of laughter through understanding and tears of pain as I go

through all of your contributors rants and rages!!! THANK YOU!”“Keep rockin’ Gluten Dude. You

are changing the world for us.”Rejected Book TitlesBefore I decided on the final title of this

book, I reached out to my awesome Facebook community and asked for some suggestions. I

got 280 responses. Gotta love it. Here are some of my favorites.Celiac Disease: The Good, The

Bad, The PoopyCeliac BlowsCeliac Disease: Understanding the Misunderstood

ConditionCeliac Disease: Shootin’ the Sh*tCeliacs Can Eat More Than Just CeleriacCeliac

Disease: Managing Life In and Out of the BathroomCeliac: The Nitty, Gritty, and Sh*ttyEat,

Pray, Hurl – An Honest Account of Living with CoeliacCeliac Disease: Truth, Lies and

GlutenCeliac Disease: The In’s & Out’s (LITERALLY)From Plate to Toilet: A Celiac’s

HandbookCeliac Disease: Do You Have the Guts?The Ryes that BindCeliac – It’s Not Just a

Pain in the AssFrom Crappy to Happy: Learning to Deal with Your New Celiac DiagnosisGluten

Dude’s Celiac Disease Survival GuideNo…I Can’t Just Eat a Salad!Pucker Up, Celiac Disease:

Everything You Were Afraid To Ask and More?Gluten Wars: Return of the VilliHold the

Croutons!!Celiac. What the Bleep do I do Now?Celiac Disease: Fork GlutenDefloured (Dude

note: I used this one as one of the chapter titles)Celiac Disease, No it isn’t the Cool TrendGrab

a Stool, Let’s Talk CeliacYeah…they’re a creative bunch!Advice for the Newly Diagnosed (and

Those Still Struggling)The goal of this book is not only to educate and entertain, but to



empower; to give those newly diagnosed the strength, confidence and knowledge they need to

get busy living. To that end, I asked my celiac community the following question:What advice

would you give to the newly diagnosed? Not necessarily what foods to avoid because anybody

can look that up. But what have YOU learned from living with celiac disease that you wish you

knew when you were first diagnosed?Dude note: If you read nothing else in this book…you just

wasted $10. Just kidding. If you read nothing else in this book, please read this section, as it

will help you avoid the rookie mistakes we all make and it will make the transition to your new

life with celiac a hell of a lot easier.Here is some of the spot-on advice they offered:From day

one, your illness will be trivialized. From the doctors who diagnose you, who can make it seem

that going gluten-free is the easiest thing in the world, to anyone you speak to who tell you

“there are so many gluten-free things on menus now, there’s never been a better time to do

it” (like it was a choice), to the waiters that roll their eyes at you. Rise above it.It is surprising

and alarming how many food professionals have absolutely no idea what they are putting into

their food.Some symptoms will lift immediately. For me, the migraines (which I didn’t realize

were related until after they stopped), the extreme bloating and pain ceased very quickly.

Others will take a while. Be gentle. Know that your body will take a while to recover and that is

OK.A lot of people go “Gluten Free” for weight and diet reasons. You very well could gain

weight. I personally have been severely underweight for a long time. I gained 7.5 kilograms

(16.5 pounds) when I stopped eating gluten. Roughly 15% of my body weight. Even though I

was now eating a lot less, my body had not been absorbing what I had been eating. Weight

gain was a very unexpected side effect!There will be a break down of some or many of your

relationships. This illness can be debilitating and socially ostracizing. Either you will tire of the

people who tell you how they eat gluten-free for “health reasons” and its SOOOO easy, or they

will tire of you, because you are now a “burden” at social engagements.You will spend a lot of

time apologizing for your illness. Over time you will stop doing this, but particularly in the

beginning you will feel like a burden. Sometimes its easier not to eat than it is to “cause a fuss.”

If any one makes you feel like this – it’s easier to remove them from your life than it was to

remove gluten so feel free to do that.Research has indicated that there are significantly higher

levels of depression and anxiety among those with Celiac Disease, in particular young adults.

Celiac disease is 24 hours a day, with no end in sight. Most days it is OK, and you get used to

it, but you cannot switch it off, you are constantly in a state of high alert, because anything that

you put in your mouth can make you sick. More knowledge and awareness and comfort will

lesson this, but it will never go away. Do not let it consume you.Check the ingredients of

EVERYTHING. Gluten is a filler and hides in the most unexpected places. Some recent places

that I have found it – Oral Contraceptive pill, Cold and Flu Tablets, and other medicines. Again

– ignorance from medical professionals mean that you can and will still be prescribed tablets

that contain gluten. Always always always double check.You WILL start to feel better. Your eyes

will become clearer, the fog that you felt in your mind will lift, the migraines will end, the pain

will end, any nutritional deficiencies you had will even out.There is something empowering

about knowing that you don’t have to take medication, and you can (to a large extent) control

this illness.While you will lose some relationships, you will gain others. You will gain a new

appreciation for people who have a basic respect and thoughtfulness for you, and the little

things will become big things.There will be some long days, and hard weeks that turn into

months, but you will discover a strength you didn’t realize you had, and instead of feeling

isolated, and isolating yourself, you will search deep into your own soul and the values of those

around you, and surround yourself with people who make you feel exactly how you should –

that celiac can suck, but it is not your fault, you are not a burden and you are not



alone.Knowledge is POWER especially with this disease. I was diagnosed 6 years ago and I

can say with 100% certainty that it does in fact get easier and better every single day.Attitude is

everything in this journey and there’s no other way to say it. Keep your chin up, don’t apologize

for having a disease that is out of your control and find new foods you enjoy that are also

healthy for you.Stay away from the processed foods as much as possible. Fresh fruits and

vegetables, meats, cheeses, wine, etc. are all gluten-free and fantastic! Keep it simple and

learn to enjoy whole foods.You will link so many different problems to Celiac that arise. Issues

that you thought were separate and just how your body works… good chance they’re part of

the effects of the disease. I thought Celiac was mostly my dermatitis herpetiformus…turns out

it’s linked with fatigue, nerve and mood issues, insomnia, cramping, bloating, etc.It’s a learning

curve. Take it slowly and build on your knowledge base. You will make mistakes, and they will

be painful. You learn from them though and move forward until it’s second nature.It is so

important to be your own advocate. If you think something is wrong, FIGHT for your doctors to

hear you. I was almost not diagnosed because of my doctors. If your doctor isn’t listening to

you, it’s time to find a new doctor.Life goes on, but gluten stays behind – You are going to feel

angry, frustrated, and nervous after finding out you now can’t eat some of your favorite foods,

and while you may think “life as you knew it is over,” you need to change your mindset and

focus on what you CAN eat verses what you no longer can. It will make a huge difference.It

takes TIME – Nothing comes easy or fast, and you’ll realize that with this diagnosis. Patience is

probably the hardest part because you just want to feel better NOW. Take it one step at a time,

and know that things will start to become second-nature to you quicker than you thought!If you

don’t love cooking, learn to love it. Start experimenting with different ways to prepare foods that

are very tasty to you. Also, don’t take any food for granted. I made a lot of mistakes along the

way eating foods that would normally be gluten-free but were not. Above all, be kind to yourself

when you mess up and get sick. It happens to all of us.So many different symptoms with this

disease, and sometimes, no matter how hard you try to do everything right, in the end, it is

your acceptance that maybe you won’t have perfect health with this disease which will help you

the most.My contribution is to give yourself permission to grieve – the loss of your life as you

now know it, the uphill battle with friends and family to come (“No, Grandma, I can’t use the

same tub of butter”), the radical changes coming your way (no more picking up Chinese

takeout when you’re too tired to cook). If you try to repress it at the beginning, you’ll wind up

standing in the middle of the grocery store, bawling your eyes out because you’ve just read a

label and realized you can’t have one of your favorite foods anymore. But it’s just as important

to move on from grieving – the radical changes coming your way DO include feeling better,

knowing who your true friends are, and learning about lots of delicious food you might not ever

have looked into (quinoa, anyone?).It may feel like your entire life revolves around food and

eating safely. It may actually be true. Those with other illnesses/diseases have a heightened

awareness about what makes them ill. Paying close attention to what you eat is no different.

Think of it as saving your own life…your new mission.Advanced planning is part of your life

now (as much as food is). Being spontaneous may be difficult but being healthy and having

quality of life is so much better. Take a few minutes to pre-plan and everything else will fall into

place.ALWAYS HAVE SAFE FOOD WITH YOU!!! Always. If there’s an emergency you need to

be able to eat safely.Learn how to say “thanks, but no thanks” to the well-meaning person who

insisted they made you a special gluten-free dish for the potluck. If you know they understand

cross-contamination, it’s one thing, but for me the risk of getting glutened is so great.My advice

is prepare for peer pressure. I don’t mean stress about it. Just prepare yourself. Plan what you

are going to do or say at the next company potluck when a coworker wants you to try his or her



dish and even though they say its gluten-free, you watched three other people cross-

contaminate the dish with the wrong spoon. Be ready for the next family dinner when Aunt

Sally insinuates that a little gluten won’t hurt anybody. From interactions to people close to you

to complete strangers, have a plan. Write a list of things you can say. Keep your reasons short,

polite, and to the point.LEARN TO COOK! You just have to. It’s not that bad. And yes, you have

the time.Know that a lot of the time you will feel like it’s unfair. It is unfair that there are people

who can be carefree and just walk into any restaurant and eat and you can’t. But try to

remember there are people who have it way worse than you. You can cure your body with just

food!At the risk of sounding like I am trying to get on Gluten Dude’s good side…the first thing I

tell anyone newly diagnosed is GO TO THE GLUTEN DUDE website and meet your people!! I

have told GD this but this website was a huge blessing and source of strength to me. The

people here are amazing and made my life so much better. (Dude note: I have a good

side?)There’s a withdrawal. And it sucks. I’m pretty sure it feels just like going off sugar or

caffeine. I felt restless, confused, I ate twice as much as usual for a week and never felt

satisfied. Still, cold turkey is the way to go. “Easing” into the gluten-free lifestyle is only delaying

the time you will feel better.You will find there are a lot of people spreading rumors, selling

dubious products and tests, and just plain nonsensical “information” out there. You need to

have a good dose of common sense, a basic understanding of anatomy, a basic understanding

of cooking, and the ability to look for reliable scientific or medical information. Don’t believe

someone with a slick website calling themself a “gluten-free XYZ” or a “doctor of gluten” or

some other made up credential.While it isn’t a great thing to have this disease, having it will

open your eyes as to what really is and isn’t good for you, as well as teach you to be your own

advocate and how to take care of you.You’ll learn how to become a good advocate for yourself.

It’s hard – it’s not something that comes naturally to many of us! But it’ll get easier, and know

that looking out for your health isn’t being unreasonable, overly demanding, or “too

needy.”Socializing will be trickier for a while, but don’t let your world shrink down out of fear.

Sharing food is a central part of a LOT of our social moments, and it’s going to take a while for

you, your family and friends to figure out a new way of navigating these times.Grocery stores

become grief stores. So much of what is sold is completely and forever off limits. Know this,

and be ready for the weirdest bouts of grocery store tears. Once when the grocery store was

out of my crackers, I wept, openly. This will happen, and its ok. After a while the tear portion of

the program will taper off, and the angry section will open its doors. Losing so much food is

bound to fire up the emotions. It’s normal and you are totally allowed to express your

feelings.Traveling by air and finding food either in the airport or on the plane is usually

impossible. Carry your own, and more than you’d think is necessary. Supplement with chips,

fresh fruits, and nuts, bought at the airport.Upon diagnosis, I cried, not because of the loss of

all those foods I loved – I cried from sheer relief of finally knowing what my “enemy” was. The

enemy had ravaged my body and nearly killed me. Focus on how good it’s going to feel to feel

good!Stand firm in your goal to become healthy. The enemy has been exposed and it is gluten!

Now go fight for your health, and stop spending so much energy on the memory of those foods

that robbed you of that health!And finally, never forget your sense of humor! Gluten Dude is an

excellent example to us all. Keep pushing forward, never give up, and laugh at yourself and the

tough things in life every chance you get.And finally, here is MY biggest piece of advice. Live

Your Life. Do not let celiac hold you back. It’s a bump in the road, but it’s a bump that is

manageable. I promise.Yes, you’ve got some serious adjustments to make.Yes, your body will

take some time to heal.Yes, you will lose a little bit of freedom and spontaneity in your life.But

you know what? You’re getting your health back and that’s what matters.There is an



unbelievable amount of fear-mongering online. “You can’t have this” and “you should stay away

from that”. Some of it is accurate. Some of it is complete BS. Stick with the facts.Do not live

your life afraid to do things simply because of GLUTEN. No matter what people say, it’s NOT

everywhere and you CAN lead a normal life (with a few adjustments).Take precautions.

Educate yourself. Use common sense. And if in doubt, do without.And if you have any

questions about something, just ping me. I’ll set you straight.Ok…let the fun begin! (That

means go to the next page.)Chapter 1: Getting Defloured (aka How to Go Gluten-Free)One

word describes what it’s like when you first learn you now have to live gluten-free. Over-friggin-

whelming. But you know what? We’ve all been there. And you’ll get where you need to be.

When I was first diagnosed with this aggravating disease, I was angry, mad, pissed, upset. Pick

a strong adjective and that was me. Six months earlier, I got a diagnosis of bladder cancer and

now I had to deal with THIS?All I could think about was the food that I could no longer have.

My focus was not on my health, but on what I would miss out on. Not the best attitude I admit,

but at the time, that’s what I felt (and still do once in a while by the way).I still remember going

to Wegmans (our grocery store) for the first time after my diagnosis and just going up and

down every aisle saying “I can’t have that. I can’t have that. I can’t have that.” It was so bizarre

to me that all of the sudden there were so many foods that I could never eat again.What seems

almost impossible when you are first diagnosed becomes difficult; moves up to bearable;

becomes manageable; and then eventually it just becomes the new normal. That’s right…

normal.If you cannot stay 100% gluten-free, you will never feel “normal”.How do you get to that

place? Let’s dig in!!Part 1: In the HeadIt all starts upstairsSo you just got the word you have to

go gluten-free for life. I assume you’ve been diagnosed with celiac disease or a severe gluten

intolerance. My condolences. As if your life wasn’t challenging enough, you just got it kicked up

a notch.Right now, your head is spinning. What do I do? Where do I start?Take a breath…

relax…I promise you, while not easy, you can and will do this.But before you go crazy emptying

the gluten-free shelves at your grocery store (a typical newbie reaction, but also a big mistake),

you need to mentally accept that you can never have gluten again. I will say it again…you can

never have gluten again…ever.It stings, doesn’t it?When I was first diagnosed, I remember

telling Mrs. Dude that I can’t make any promises I won’t cheat. It just seemed so overwhelming.

And permanent. And not knowing too much about the disease, I figured the occasional slice of

pizza couldn’t possibly harm me. Thankfully, I educated myself, I never caved and this allowed

me to heal (eventually…after a long learning curve…which is why I wrote this book…no more

ellipsis’…no seriously that’s the last one).But I know not everyone’s will-power may be up to the

challenge. Take my advice. Give yourself time. Not to eat gluten-free. That starts NOW. But

mentally.You’re pissed…and rightfully so. It’s ok to be angry. It’s ok to mourn the loss of your old

life. It’s ok to long for the care-free days when food and spontaneity could be used in the same

sentence. Be angry. Be sad.But then move on. Look forward and not back. You have to or you’ll

lead a miserable, bitter life. You can’t have gluten. Oh well. Face it…there are worse things in

life. Much worse.You have to rise to the mental challenge or you will never succeed in going

gluten-free. A friend of mine recently stated over dinner that my disease must be great for my

will-power. It is indeed. Once you get it through your head that you CAN do this, it really gives a

jolt to your self-confidence that you can carry over to all aspects of your life.So for the next few

weeks, focus on brain-training. And I promise, eventually your mindset will shift and you will

indeed transition from “I can’t have that???” to “I don’t want that.”And once you achieve that,

you’re half-way there.Part 2: In the HeartGuess what? You have to WANT to go gluten free.I

know. It sounds so obvious, doesn’t it? I mean, of course you want to go gluten-free. You have

celiac disease. You want to feel better. You want to stop taking 3 naps a day. You want to stop



forgetting people’s names. You want to stop spending way too much quality time with your best

friend John.But when you start to go gluten-free, you realize that “damn…this is hard. Nobody

told me it would be this tough to give up gluten. It will be so much easier if I sort of give up

gluten.”And that my friends is the beginning of the end for you. You will always cave to

temptation. You will always be sick. And you’ll always receive the scorn of Gluten Dude.Going

gluten-free is all about embracing your new lifestyle.You’ve been dealt a pretty shitty hand.

Accept it. Embrace it. Take all the negative emotions associated with the many crappy things

that come with celiac disease and turn them into positives.I can’t have pasta? I want to try

corn, rice or black bean pasta (I really recommend that last one!).I can’t have bread? I want to

avoid the empty calories it provides anyway.I can’t drink beer? I want to start dabbling in red

wine.I can’t have pizza? I want to try to make my own healthier alternative.I can’t have Chinese

food? I want to start eating sushi.And guess what? Your new life will be better. Face it. You’ve

most likely been living the same life, making the same decisions and eating the same foods for

your entire life. If you think about it, it’s kinda boring. You’ve got an opportunity to completely

change how you live. I think that’s pretty cool.Want it. Accept it. Embrace it. Live it.Part 3: In the

HouseBe the master of your domainIt’s pretty easy to keep gluten out of most of the rooms in

your house.The bedroom? Unless you’re into some unusual practices (none of my business),

I’d say it’s pretty safe. Bathroom? Should be good. Family room? Iffy if you’ve got kids, but not

too bad.But the kitchen? Unless your entire house is gluten-free, this is where the majority of

the nasty gluten critters will be lurking. If you’re going to get cross-contaminated, odds are it’s

gonna happen here. Hate to break it to you, but you need to keep your kitchen clean,

uncluttered and safe. The less clutter, the less chance for cross-contamination.Keep your

kitchen as gluten-free as possible.1. Buy separate kitchenware for your use only. Everything we

bought was red to make it easier to differentiate. Things you’ll need include your own toaster,

cutting board, colander and pots and pans. Yep..it’s expensive to have celiac.2. Have one

counter in your kitchen completely gluten-free at all times. It should be off limits to anybody but

you. Kinda nice actually. Feel a bit like royalty.3. Keep your food separate from food with gluten.

In the fridge and freezer, you should have your own shelf. In the cabinets, if you have a big

enough kitchen, try to get one cabinet that is just your food. It makes it so much easier when

things are separated.4. Get a different colored sponge for your gluten-free dishes. Again, do

red to keep it consistent.5. Put “gluten-free” stickers in any location where there is no gluten

allowed. This especially helps when you have company.6. Make sure your family is 100% on

board and knows the rules of the kitchen. And trust me, getting your teen to stop cutting her

bagels on my friggin’ counter is easier than it sounds.7. Be patient and always, always, always

err on the side of caution.May the gluten-free gods be with you.Part 4: In the RestaurantOut to

eat? Play it safe. Really, really safe.

From Crappy to Happy the bone, from crappy to happy gluten dude, from crappy to happy

book, from crappy to happy, opposite from crappy, sentence from crappy, crappy cars from the

90s, crappy cars from the 80s, crappy cars from the 70s, from crap meaning, words from

crappy, synonyms from crappy, from bad to worse adventure time, from bad to cursed, from

worst to first, from worst to first z100, from poor to rich stories

Celiac Disease and Living Gluten-Free: An Essential Guide for the Newly Diagnosed (The First

Year), Celiac Disease (Updated 4th Edition): A Hidden Epidemic, Celiac Disease Cookbook for

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/gbBzb/From-Crappy-to-Happy-The-Naked-Truth-About-Living-with-Celiac-Disease


the Newly Diagnosed: Guidance and Recipes for an Easy Transition to the Gluten-Free Diet,

2021 Gluten Free Buyers Guide : Stop asking "which foods are gluten free?" This gluten free

grocery shopping guide connects you to only the best so you can be gluten free for good.,

Dear Gluten, It's Not Me, It's You: How to Survive Without Gluten and Restore Your Health from

Celiac Disease or Gluten Sensitivity, Celiac and the Beast: A Love Story Between a Gluten-

Free Girl, Her Genes, and a Broken Digestive Tract, Gluten Freedom: The Nation's Leading

Expert Offers the Essential Guide to a Healthy, Gluten-Free Lifestyle, Gluten-Free Instant Pot

Cookbook;75 Hands-Off Recipes for Everyday Cooking, Celiac Disease For Dummies,

Danielle Walker'S Against All Grain: Meals Made Simple, Your Brain on Gluten (It’s Not Just

Celiac Disease): Myths - Facts - Solutions, The Gluten-Free Bread Machine Cookbook: 175

Recipes for Splendid Breads and Delicious Dishes to Make with Them, Dough Nation: A

Nurses Memoir of Celiac Disease from Missed Diagnosis to Food & Health Activism, Celiac

Disease (Newly Revised and Updated): A Hidden Epidemic, Gluten-Free Artisan Bread in Five

Minutes a Day: The Baking Revolution Continues with 90 New, Delicious and Easy Recipes

Made with Gluten-Free Flours, Living Gluten-Free For Dummies, The Autoimmune Fix: How to

Stop the Hidden Autoimmune Damage That Keeps You Sick, Fat, and Tired Before It Turns Into

Disease, Danielle Walker's Healthy in a Hurry: Real Life. Real Food. Real Fast. [A Gluten-Free,

Grain-Free & Dairy-Free Cookbook], How to Make Anything Gluten Free (The Sunday Times

Bestseller): Over 100 Recipes for Everything from Home Comforts to Fakeaways, Cakes to

Dessert, Brunch to Bread, Wheat Belly (Revised and Expanded Edition): Lose the Wheat,

Lose the Weight, and Find Your Path Back to Health, 2022 Gluten Free Buyers Guide: Stop

asking "which foods are gluten free?" This gluten free grocery shopping guide connects you to

only the best so you can be gluten free for good.

Consumer, “This book tells you what others don't. I felt that I had read everything under the sun

about Celiac, knew enough, and didn't think I'd ever buy another book on the topic. I had

heard about Gluten Dude from a friend, and decided to try this book. It was affordable, so I

figured I didn't have much to lose and would support a good guy.It made me cry.I would

suggest that anyone with Celiac, or anyone who knows someone with Celiac, read it. It tells

you like it is, from the grief (grocery) store to the thing that no one tells you ... that a gluten free

diet is not enough. I happened to read it when I was suffering the results of thinking a gluten

free diet was all it takes, and that one section changed my thinking and understanding of the

disease. It has helped me to understand other food intolerances, and the other factors that can

impact GI well being ... and that other lifelong changes need to be made. From following

Gluten Dude's site, I learned about Jennifer Esposito's new cookbook (Jennifer's Way Kitchen),

which offers wonderful recipes for gluten-free cooking combined with other food intolerances ...

it eliminates the need to modify gluten-free recipes.Buy this book ... you can't afford not to.”

cyn, “There is life after diagnosis....keep at it!. The Dude helped me through the most

challenging health crisis I have had. Nothing was working, and I could not think, or tolerate the

foods I had always eaten. Fatigue, brain fog, cramps ........ Not only was his advice helpful, but

his attitude is amazing.”

ROSEMARY KING, “easy read and will get your head into “ the .... This is the FIRST book you

should read if diagnosed with Celiac Disease! It is a fast, easy read and will get your head into

“ the right mindset “ to start your journey. What is the first thing you do when diagnosed with



Celiac Disease? Throw out all your food and hit the “ Gluten Free aisle” ? WRONG! Will

cutting out gluten alone make you feel good again? NO. Gluten Dude has generously shared

his experience,as well as the experiences of so many other celiacs, so that you don’t need to

make those same mistakes. You go from feeling overwhelmed and panicked to “ I can do

this.”God Bless Gluten Dude ( and Mrs. Dude)”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I'm on page 24 and had to put it down to write this review!!!. Well I was

diagnosed 13 years ago. Always thin, always had a tummy-ache, blah, blah, blah. Just sat

down to read this GD book (ha,ha, I get it!) At page 2 of the preface, had to get a highlighter

and little sticky notes. Well, I might as well just dip the whole GD (get it!?) book in pink!

GREAT info. Yes, I am still struggling, still learning what triggers my CD.THANK YOU - THANK

YOU - THANK YOU! Think you know it all, well you probably don't, so BUY THIS BOOK!

(Thank you)”

Cici Pepper, “GREAT BOOK FOR NEW CELIACS. This book is very good. Gluten Dude is one

of the most informative and honest people in the celiac community. His book really explains

what it's like to live with celiac disease, with plenty of humor thrown in. He makes you feel less

alone with the disease and reminds you that your disease does NOT control your life, you

control your disease through healthy choices. My only complaint is that so much of the book is

copied from his blog; I'd like a little more original content.  4.5 stars”

David, “The psych social of celiac. I was lost and didn't even know where to start, googled

Celiac books and poof! A buoy to grab on to as I drift from my old life into this not-yet-familiar

celiac one. Thank you for compiling this. It made the difference after walking out of the Doctor

office three months ago with the apparently well-trodden "don't eat gluten and you'll be fine"

tag line from the nutritionist. Partway through, I emailed my doctor the title of this book and told

her to share it with all her new celiac patients so they don't feel so lost. I wish I'd found this

sooner, it hits home and provides answers to questions and problems I didn't even know I had

or might be facing.Thank you thank you thank you Gluten Dude, and all the community

members who shared their stories.”

Lance Ovelson, “My humble thanks to the Dude himself (no, seriously, many thanks, man). So I

ordered this book a couple of days after being diagnosed with this craptastic disease we know

as Celiac. First thing I will say about the book is it does give a pull no punches kind of honesty

on dealing with this, along with a refreshing perspective (I'm already 70 pages in at this point).If

anything, if you have celiac, or want to know more about it, then I recommend giving this a

read. And to Gluten Dude himself, thanks for giving a youngish fella some hope on how to

manage this.”

Cadude7, “Def a read for a celiac or one that wants to understand the disease.. Being a celiac

with a very sensitive reaction, this book opened my eyes. I thought I was so careful that it

clues me into things hiding in my own home.Def a read for a newbie or someone who needs

there eyes opened on what this disease really is.”

Crystal Buchanan, “Very entertaining.. This book is both humorous and educational. I loved it. I

highly recommend this book for people with celiac disease, their families and friends and

everyone else.”



Carolyn Lutz, “Five Stars. Great informative, enjoyable and humorous read. Highly

recommended for newer Celiacs.”

The book by Gluten Dude has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 106 people have provided feedback.
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